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A membrane inclusion can be defined as a complex of protein or peptide and the surrounding significantly
distorted lipids. We suggest a theoretical model that allows for the estimation of the influence of membrane
inclusions on the curvature elastic properties of lipid membranes. Our treatment includes anisotropic inclusions
whose energetics depends on their in-plane orientation within the membrane. On the basis of continuum
elasticity theory, we calculate the inclusion-membrane interaction energy that reflects the protein or peptide-
induced short-ranged elastic deformation of a bent lipid layer. A numerical estimate of the corresponding
interaction constants indicates the ability of inclusions to sense membrane bending and to accumulate at
regions of favorable curvature, matching the effective shape of the inclusions. Strongly anisotropic inclusions
interact favorably with lipid layers that adopt saddlelike curvature; such structures may be stabilized
energetically. We explore this possibility for the case of vesicle budding where we consider a shape sequence
of closed, axisymmetric vesicles that form a (saddle-curvature adopting) membrane neck. It appears that
not only isotropic but also strongly anisotropic inclusions can significantly contribute to the budding energetics,
a finding that we discuss in terms of recent experiments.

INTRODUCTION

Biological membranes are multicomponent mixtures of
lipids and associated biopolymers. They exhibit remarkable
physical properties that have become a major focus of current
research. Among those properties is the curvature elastic
behavior of the underlying lipid matrix which has been
recognized to be involved in various cellular processes such
as vesicle budding, membrane fusion and fission, and pore
formation. Moreover, the elastic properties of lipid mem-
branes play a vital role in the lateral organization of
membrane-associated biopolymers.

Various theoretical models are available to describe the
elastic behavior either of single component or mixed
membrane.1,2 Membrane-inserted biopolymers, such as mem-
brane-penetrating or integral proteins and amphipathic pep-
tides, are sometimes represented as rigid membrane inclu-
sions.3 In this work, the termmembrane inclusionis used
for the membrane-inserted molecule and the surrounding
lipids that are significantly distorted due to the presence of
the inserted molecule.4,5 The membrane-inserted molecule
alone is referred to as the “rigid” core6 of the inclusion
(Figure 1).

The elastic nature of the host membrane has profound
implications on the lateral organization of membrane inclu-

sions. That is, short- or even long-range attraction between
membrane inclusions may induce the formation of membrane
domains.8,9 Conversely, membrane inclusions may influence
the conformation of the host membrane, a drastic example
being the formation of nonbilayer phases induced by certain
transmembrane proteins or peptides.10

An interesting class of membrane inclusions areaniso-
tropic inclusions. These inclusions interact with a curved
membrane in an orientation-dependent manner. Alpha-helical
amphipathic peptides and dimeric surfactants11,12 and also
certain membrane-penetrating proteins, lipids,13,14 and lipo-
proteins15 can be considered as possible realizations of
anisotropic inclusions. There is some evidence for anisotropic
inclusion-induced structural reorganization of lipid mem-
branes, ranging from the formation of membrane nanotubes11

to the stabilization of small pores in the lipid bilayer.16-18

Anisotropic inclusions are generally expected to favorably
interact with regions of saddle-curvatures within lipid
membranes.19 Among the most apparent realizations of such
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Figure 1. Schematic representation of the membrane inclusion
(also called microdomain7). The membrane inserted molecule
represents the “rigid” core of the inclusion. The surrounding lipids
that are significantly distorted due to the presence of the core define
the effective size of the membrane inclusion.
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structures is the formation of a membrane neck during the
budding process of a closed vesicle.5 In living cells it has
been indicated that the formation of a bud is accompanied
by lateral redistribution and subsequent accumulation of
certain membrane components (both lipids and proteins) at
highly and nonuniformly curved membrane regions.20,21The
physical basis, namely the coupling between saddlelike
membrane curvature and local composition of a mixed (that
is, inclusion-containing) membrane, has recently received
some attention.5,22,23 It should be noted that, in addition to
the accumulation of anisotropic membrane components at
the saddlelike region of a membrane neck, the budding
process may also be driven by the enrichment of (possibly
isotropic) membrane components within the spherical region
of a bud.24-30 Both mechanisms may complement each other.

Recent theoretical work on anisotropic inclusions falls into
two different categories. In the first, the “rigid” core of each
individual inclusion imposes a defect in the membrane
curvature field. The defects then serve as boundary conditions
subject to which the membrane curvatures around the defect
are optimized.31-33 Note that here the inclusions interact via
many-body forces, rendering the concurrent optimization of
both the curvature field and the defects a nontrivial problem.3

The second approach, used also in the present work, is based
on the mean-field level. Here, at each local position, an
ensemble of inclusions energetically interacts with a mem-
brane of locally prescribed curvatures,19,5 where the mem-
brane curvatures act as an external field with which the
inclusions interact. The curvature field and the lateral density
of the inclusions are then determined self-consistently so as
to minimize the overall free energy of the membrane.34,35

The membrane-inclusion interaction energy is characterized
by phenomenological interaction parameters whose magni-
tude dictates the lateral inclusion density and the correspond-
ing membrane free energy.

The major goal of the present work is to provide estimates
of these interaction constants and to analyze the consequences
with respect to the ability of inclusions to migrate toward
membrane regions of preferred curvatures. Besides focusing
on isotropic inclusions we shall particularly focus on
anisotropic inclusions and their potential to accumulate at
regions of saddlelike curvature, including their energetic
stabilization. Our estimates for the interaction constants allow
us to argue that membrane components (like peptides or
proteins), having a reasonably large degree of anisotropy,
can be expected to sense and accumulate at saddlelike
membrane curvatures if the curvatures fit those preferred by
the inclusion.

We have organized our work as follows. The first
subsection (Free Energy) of the sectionTheoretical Model
recapitulates the (above-mentioned) mean-field approach of
inclusion-membrane interactions and shows how to calculate
the lateral distribution of anisotropic inclusions within a
nonhomogeneously curved membrane, thereby taking into
account the excluded volume effect that prevents unrealisti-
cally high local inclusion concentrations. Still in the first
subsection we also introduce a structural criterion of aniso-
tropic inclusions to bestronglyanisotropic: they are able to
render the Gaussian elastic modulus positive; see below. In
the second subsection (Microscopic Interaction Model), we
employ a microscopic model (which extends a recent work
of Fournier19) to calculate estimates of the inclusion-

membrane interaction constants. Based on that model, the
third subsection (CurVature-Induced Segregation of Inclu-
sions) further quantifies the degree of curvature-induced
segregation of membrane inclusions. In the sectionVesicle
Buddingwe apply our model to a practical situation, namely
to the budding of an axisymmetric closed vesicle, for which
we compare the influence of isotropic and anisotropic
inclusions. In the final section (Discussion and Conclusions),
we discuss the relevance of our results and the approxima-
tions we have invoked.

THEORETICAL MODEL

Free Energy. We use the above-mentioned mean-field
approach for the energetics of a lipid monolayer that contains
anisotropic constituents. The underlying interaction model
has been discussed previously5,13,36and will only shortly be
summarized.

Consider a single molecular membrane constituent, which
can either be a lipid or a membrane embedded biopolymer
such as a protein, peptide, steroid, or surfactant. As intro-
duced above, we define a membrane inclusion as the
considered membrane constituent and some additional lipids
(if any) that are significantly distorted due to the presence
of the inclusion. Obviously, if the considered constituent is
a lipid molecule, the inclusion is only this lipid molecule.
However, some biopolymers might locally deform the
surrounding membrane significantly, and then the effective
radius of the inclusion can be (somewhat) larger than the
actual radius of the biopolymer in the membrane.

To distinguish between different types of membrane
components (inclusions) we assign to each species labeli
(with i ) 1, 2...). The interaction of the membrane inclusion
with the surrounding membrane gives rise to a free energy
contribution Ei, which, generally, depends on both the
curvature of the membrane and on the in-plane orientation
of the molecule under consideration. The single-inclusion
energyEi reflects a mismatch between the local shape of
the membrane and the intrinsic shape of the membrane
inclusion. The curvature tensors describing the respective
shapes are represented by diagonalized 2× 2 matrices. The
local curvature tensor is represented byC (with principal
curvaturesC1 andC2 as diagonal elements), and the intrinsic
curvature tensor is represented byCm,i (with principal
curvaturesC1m,i andC2m,i as diagonal elements). The corre-
sponding principal axes systems are mutually rotated by an
angleω. The interaction energyEi ) Ei(H, D) is obtained
by expansion in terms of the invariants of the so-called
mismatch tensor37 represented byM i ) RCm,iR-1 - C, where
R is the matrix describing the rotation by an angleω. Taking
into account terms up to the second order in curvature results
in5

whereKi andKh i are phenomenological constants,kT is the
thermal energy,H ) (C1 + C2)/2 is the mean curvature, and
D ) (C1 - C2)/2 denotes the curvature deviator.38 The
quantitiesHm,i ) (C1m,i + C2m,i)/2 andDm,i ) (C1m,i - C2m,i)/2
are the spontaneous mean and deviatoric curvatures that

Ei

kT
) (2Ki + Kh i)(H - Hm,i)

2 -

Kh i[D
2 - 2DDm,i cos(2ω) + Dm,i

2] (1)
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reflect the preferred local geometry of the membrane
constituent. Maximum and minimum ofEi are adopted for
mutual rotation anglesω ) 0 andω ) π/2, respectively, as
schematically illustrated in Figure 2.

Note that the curvature deviatorDm,i describes the intrinsic
anisotropy of the single membrane inclusion. Indeed, forDm,i

) 0 theω-dependence ofEi disappears. Generally, the in-
plane rotational degree of freedom of the membrane inclusion
gives rise to a single-inclusion free energyfi, which is
obtained through statistical averaging over all available
orientationsω; that is

where we have chosen a planar membrane (H ) D ) 0) as
the reference state for measuringfi. We obtain

whereI0 denotes the modified Bessel function.
Consider now a single (sufficiently large) lipid monolayer

of lateral areaA and local mean and deviatoric curvatures,
H andD, respectively. The lipid monolayer is composed of
two inclusion species,N1 inclusions of typei ) 1 andN2 )
N - N1 inclusions of typei ) 2 whereN denotes the overall
number of inclusions in the lipid monolayer (see also note
39). For the sake of simplicity we assume that both inclusions
occupy the same lateral cross-sectional areaa ) A/N per
inclusion within the lipid monolayer. The fluidlike nature
of the lipid layer allows its constituents to laterally redis-
tribute. That is, in a nonhomogeneously curved lipid layer,
the inclusions of both species are able to migrate toward
their energetically preferred membrane regions so as to
minimize the free energy (see note 40). We describe this
degree of freedom by the local compositions,m1 andm2 )
1 - m1, of the two species. Introducing the area average of
any physical quantityQ via

we note the average compositionsmj i ) Ni/N ) 〈mi〉. The
free energy per inclusionF/N of the lipid monolayer contains
both the single-inclusion free energies,fi, and the corre-
sponding demixing entropies

In thermal equilibrium,F adopts its minimum with respect
to the compositionm1 (or, equivalently, with respect to
compositionm2 ) 1 - m1), subject to particle conservation,
〈m1〉 ) mj 1. This results in the local composition

Obviously, forf1 ) f2 there is no incentive for a segregation
process, and we obtainm1 ) mj 1. Also, note the two limits,
f1 . f2 implying m1 f 0, andf1 , f2 leading tom1 f 1.

If the lipid monolayer is composed of a single type of
(lipid) molecule (say, componenti ) 2), thenm1 ) 0, m2 )
mj 2 ) 1, and the free energy isF/N ) 〈f2〉 wheref2 is given
in eq 3 with i ) 2. Note that the term lnI0(2Kh 2DDm,2)
describes the anisotropy of the lipids. Without an anisotropic
contribution,F is equivalent to the familiar Helfrich bending
energy41 of a lipid layer withκ ) K2kT/a andκj ) Kh 2kT/a
being the bending stiffness and the Gaussian modulus,
respectively. Even for small anisotropy, where lnI0(x) ) x2/4
with x ) |2Kh 2DDm,2| , 1, the free energyF remains
quadratic in the curvatures with renormalized elastic moduli.
As pointed out recently by Fournier,19 the bending stiffness,
κ ) [K2 - (Kh2Dm,2)2/2]kT/a, decreases, whereas the Gaussian
modulus,κj ) [Kh 2 + (Kh 2Dm,2)2]kT/a, shifts to more positive
values, the latter signifying a decreased stability with respect
to the formation of saddlelike curvatures. It has been
indicated recently42 that the anisotropy of membrane lipids
has implications on the shape and energetics of lipid
membranes. It has been also suggested13 to explain the
stability of long cylindrical protrusions, emerging out of
single-component phospholipid vesicles. Based on a mini-
mization of the Helfrich-like bending energy, such cylindrical
protrusions do not represent equilibrium shapes; they would
rather form a chain of connected spherical microvesicles.
Adding the contribution of anisotropy to the bending energy
was shown to stabilize the cylindrical shape of the protru-
sions, that is observed in experiments.13

Consider now a two-component lipid monolayer, consist-
ing of isotropic lipid molecules (inclusion speciesi ) 2)
and anisotropic inclusions (inclusion speciesi ) 1). The
isotropy of the lipid matrix impliesDm,2 ) 0, which we shall
use in the following. As for a one-component lipid layer we
can calculate for|2Kh1DDm,1| , 1 the effective elastic moduli,
namely the bending stiffness,κeff, and the Gaussian modulus,
κjeff. For a two-component lipid layer the elastic moduli will
depend on the composition of the inclusions (mj 1). One may
consider two different scenarios. In the first, the local
compositionm1 ) mj 1 is fixed for a given (small, and hence,
uniformly curved) membrane patch. And in the second case,
we allow for exchange of inclusions between the considered
membrane patch and a planar bulk layer; in this case the
chemical potential of the inclusions is fixed. Both scenarios
lead to the same result for the bending stiffness43

Figure 2. Two different orientations of an anisotropic membrane
inclusion are schematically illustrated. They lead to minimal (ω )
0) or maximal (ω ) π/2) interaction energyEi (ω) with the host.
Note thatω is the mutual rotation angle between the principal axes
systems of the local curvature tensors of the membrane and the
intrinsic curvature tensor of the inclusions.C1 andC2 denote the
two principal curvatures of the lipid monolayer (for the sake of
clarity, the caseC1 ) 0 is displayed).

F

N
) 〈∑

i)1

2

mi fi + kT(miln
mi

mj i

- mi + mj i)〉 (5)

m1 ) e-(f1-f2)/kT

〈(1 - m1)

mj 1
e-(f1-f2)/kT〉 + e-(f1-f2)/kT

(6)

κ
eff ) {mj 1[K1 - 1

2
(Kh 1Dm,1)

2] + (1 - mj 1)K2}kT
a

(7)

fi
kT

) -ln{ 1
2π∫0

2π
exp[- Ei(H, D) - Ei (0, 0)]

kT ]dω} (2)

fi
kT

) (2Ki + Kh i)(H
2 - 2HHm,i) -

Kh iD
2 - ln I0(2Kh iDDm,i) (3)

〈Q〉 ) 1
A∫A

Q dA (4)
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and also for the Gaussian modulus

We see that both elastic moduli depend linearly on
composition, which is a consequence of linearly combining
the single-inclusion free energies in eq 5. Again, we clearly
see the influence of the inclusion’s anisotropy in downshift-
ing κeff and upshiftingκjeff. Obviously, for

and sufficiently large concentrationsm1 the Gaussian modu-
lus κjeff adopts a positive sign. We shall refer to inclusions
that fulfill eq 9 asstrongly anisotropicinclusions. Otherwise
the inclusions areweakly anisotropic. Below, we investigate
the ability of anisotropic inclusions to accumulate at (and to
stabilize) regions of saddlelike curvature. As we shall see,
only strongly anisotropic inclusions possess this ability.

Eq 6 takes into account saturation ofm1 for f1 , f2. Often
however (and also relevant for the present work) the
compositionm1 is sufficiently small everywhere so that the
small composition limit (m1 , 1) applies. From eq 6 we
then obtain the Boltzmann distribution

and the corresponding free energy

If in the small composition limit the (curved) lipid layer44 is
in contact with a reservoir of inclusions in the planar bulk
membrane and the inclusions are allowed to exchange with
this reservoir (of compositionmj 1

bulk), we can re-express eq
11 as36

HereNmj 1 ) N〈m1〉 is the actual number of inclusions residing
in the (curved) lipid monolayer, andNmj 1

bulk would be that
number forf1 ) f2. Differently expressed,N(mj 1 - mj 1

bulk) is
the excessnumber of inclusions in the lipid monolayer,
implying that each inclusion that migrates into the lipid layer
from the bulk membrane lowers the free energy by 1kT.

Microscopic Interaction Model. Here we suggest a
microscopic interaction model for a mixed lipid monolayer
that contains an anisotropic constituent. As above, we
consider a two-component lipid layer (i ) 1, 2). One
component (labeled as inclusion speciesi ) 2) is an isotropic
lipid, and the other denotes the (anisotropic) inclusion species
(i ) 1). As discussed above, the interaction constants of the
lipid host,K2 ) aκ/kT andKh 2 ) aκj/kT, directly relate to the
bending stiffness,κ, and Gaussian modulus,κj, of the
corresponding one-component lipid layer. We also assume
that the lipids tend to assemble into a flat layer, implying
Hm,2 ) Dm,2 ) 0.

The interaction constants of the anisotropic component (K1,
Kh 1, Hm,1, andDm,1) depend on its molecular structure. Our

subject of interest in the present work are inclusions with
rigid, anisotropic core (Figure 1), such as membrane-
penetrating or transmembrane proteins (or peptides). Such
proteins are anchored within the lipid layer through hydro-
phobic interactions. Owing to its softness, the hydrocarbon
core of the host lipid layer can adjust to the shape of the
(rigid) protein. The corresponding elastic lipid perturbation
energy can be expected to depend on the curvature of the
membrane. In fact, the curvature dependence determines the
interaction constants,K1, Kh 1, Hm,1, and Dm,1, of the rigid
inclusion with the host. In the following, we suggest a simple
model to calculate the membrane-inclusion interaction
constants, based on membrane elasticity theory.

Consider a single, conelike, core of the inclusion that spans
the host lipid monolayer as schematically illustrated in Figure
3.

To render the inclusion anisotropic we introduce a
dependency of the cone angleθ ) θ(φ) on the azimuthal
angleφ; see Figure 3. For small variations ofθ we can write

whereθh is the average “coneness” of the core of the inclusion
and∆θ is the corresponding deviator.

The core of the inclusion is embedded in a lipid monolayer
of mean and deviatoric curvatureH and D, respectively.
Hence, according to the Lemma of Euler, the curvature
measured in the radial direction of the inclusion, at the
azimuthal angleφ, is

Formally, the inclusion-induced perturbation free energy,f1
) ∫L f̃dL ) (L/2π)∫ f̃(φ)dφ, of the lipid monolayer can be
expressed as an integration of the free energy densityf̃(φ)
per unit length of the circumference of the inclusion’s core,
L ) 2πR, whereR is the radius of the inclusion’s core; see
Figure 3. For a sufficiently large radius,R, we expect thatf̃
) f̃[C(φ),θ(φ)] depends only parametrically onφ, namely
via the relationsC(φ) and θ(φ). More generally,f̃ should
also depend on the derivatives ofC(φ) andθ(φ) with respect
to φ. This additional dependence should become relevant if
the radiusR is smaller than the characteristic decay lengthê
of membrane perturbations; below we estimate this length
to be smaller than 1 nm. Hence, assuming thatR g ê we
can simply write

κjeff ) {mj 1[Kh 1 + (Kh 1Dm,1)
2] + (1 - mj 1)Kh 2}

kT
a

(8)

Kh 1Dm,1
2 < -1 (9)

m1

mj 1
) e-(f1-f2)/kT

〈e-(f1-f2)/kT〉
(10)

F
N

) 〈f2〉 - kTmj 1ln〈e-(f1-f2)/kT〉 (11)

F
N

) 〈f2〉 - kT(mj 1 - mj 1
bulk) (12)

Figure 3. Schematic illustration of a rigid anisotropic core of the
inclusion embedded in a lipid monolayer. The core of the inclusion
is characterized by a “cone-angle”θ(φ) that varies with the
azimuthal angleφ. At the lipid headgroup region, the inclusion’s
core is circular with radiusR. The curvature of the lipid monolayer,
measured in radial direction, isC(φ). The equilibrium thickness of
the monolayer’s hydrocarbon core ish0.

θ(φ) ) θh + ∆θ cos(2φ) (13)

C(φ) ) H + D cos(2φ) (14)
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In this case,f̃ can be calculated using a one-dimensional
model for the elastic interaction of a lipid layer with an
infinitely long, rigid wall. Such models have frequently been
suggested in previous work,45,46 and they cansas we show
in the followingseasily be generalized to a bent lipid layer
of curvatureC. Consider first a planar lipid monolayer,C )
0. The θ-dependence off̃ can be written as a series
expansion up to quadratic order

whereκ is the bending stiffness of the lipid monolayer and
C0 is the spontaneous curvature. Using membrane elasticity
theory, the characteristic length

has recently been calculated46 for a planar (C ) 0) lipid layer
in contact with a wall tilted by an angleθ; it depends on the
thickness of the lipid layerh0, the lateral stretching modulus
K, and the tilt moduluskt. (In contrast to ref 46, no
hydrophobic mismatch is included in eq 16.) Typically, for
a lipid monolayer,h0 ) 1.25 nm,κ ≈ 10kT, andK ≈ 20kT/
nm2.47 There is some uncertainty about the magnitude of the
tilt modulus as it has never been determined experimentally.
In the limit kt , K we obtainê ) (κ/kt)1/2,19 while kt . K
yieldsê ) (h0

2κ/(4K))1/4.48 A recent molecular-level calcula-
tion49 predictedkt ) 20kT/nm2, just the same magnitude as
the stretching modulus. It leads toê ) 0.9 nm.

Let us generalize the result for the planar lipid monolayer
(eq 16) to the bent one. This is achieved by applying the
transformationsθ f θ - CR andC0 f C0 - C. The first
transformation accounts for the rigidity of the inclusion’s
core, which cannot relax its shape upon bending. The second
transformation represents the actual bending of the lipid
monolayer. We obtain

After insertingθ(φ) from eq 13 andC(φ) from eq 14 into
eq 18 and identifyingφ with ω in eq 1 (fori ) 1) we obtain

This is an important result of the present work on which
our further discussion will be based. It confirms the expecta-
tion that the shape of the inclusion’s core translates into a
spontaneous mean curvature and spontaneous curvature
deviator of orderHm,1 ) θh/RandDm,1 ) ∆θ/R, respectively.
Note the strong dependence of the interaction constantsK1,

Kh 1∼R3 on the core radius (forR . ê); this is a consequence
of both the rigidity of the inclusion core (contributing∼R2)
and the linear increase of the circumference withR.

From eq 19 we can calculate the quantityDm,1Kh 1 )
-(πκ∆θR) (1 + R/ê)/(2kT), which coincides (up to a
numerical prefactor of order 1) with a recent estimate by
Fournier (eq 5 in ref 19).

Curvature-Induced Segregation of Inclusions. The
single-inclusion free energy depends on the curvature of the
host layer, implying the possibility of a curvature-induced
segregation of inclusions. In this case, the local composition
of inclusions,m1, varies over the lipid monolayer, as is
quantified by eq 6. This equation somewhat simplifies if we
consider equilibrium of a (sufficiently small) patch of
(uniform) mean and deviatoric curvatures,H andD, respec-
tively, with a large and flat (D ) H ) 0) membrane of
inclusion compositionmj 1. In this case, equality of the
inclusion’s chemical potential with that in the (planar) bulk
membrane leads to the composition of inclusions at the
curved membrane patch

where the last approximation refers to the small composition
limit, m1 , 1. Indeed, eq 21 follows directly from eq 6 as
it is f1 ) f2 ) 0 everywhere at the flat membrane reservoir.

Below, we shall show that for reasonable estimates of the
inclusion interaction parameters (given in eq 19) we expect
K1 . K2 and|Kh 1| . |Kh 2| (recall the sign of bothKh 1 andKh 2

is negative.) In this case, on which we focus in the following,
we simply havef1 - f2 ≈ f1 wheref1 is given in eq 3 (with
i ) 1).

At this point, we ask which curvatures are energetically
most preferred by an inclusion. For strongly anisotropic
inclusions (whereKh 1Dm,1

2 < -1) we may use the ap-
proximation lnI0(x > 1) ) x - ln(2πx)/2, and minimization
of f1 results in the optimal mean and deviatoric curvatures

respectively, and in the corresponding free energy per
inclusion

For weakly anisotropic inclusions the minimum of the
deviatoric curvature is attained forDopt ) 0; hence, these
inclusions do not tend to migrate toward favorably curved
membrane regions.

In eq 22, the term∼1/(Kh 1Dm,1
2) provides a correction to

the strong coupling regime (whereDopt ) Dm,1) attained for
|Kh 1Dm,1

2| . 1. BecauseKh 1 < 0 this correction predicts|Dopt|
< |Dm,1|. The preference for an optimal curvature deviator,
Dopt, somewhat smaller than the spontaneous one is a
consequence of the inclusion’s in-plane orientational entropy.

f1
L

) 1
2π∫0

2π
f̃ [C(φ),θ(φ)]dφ (15)

f̃(C ) 0,θ) ) κ

2
1
ê

θ2 + C0θ (16)

ê ) h0

(xκ

K
+ κ

h0κt
)

x2h0xκ

K
+ κ

κt

(17)

f̃(C,θ) ) κ

2ê
(θ - CR)2 + (C0 - C)(θ - CR) (18)

Hm,1 ) θh
R( R + ê

R + 2 ê) +
êC0

R + 2 ê
, Dm,1) ∆θ

R ( R + ê
R + 2 ê) (19)

K1 ) 3πκ

4 kT
R2(Rê + 2), Kh 1 ) - 2

3
K1 (20)

m1 ) e-(f1-f2)/kT

1-mj 1

mj 1
+ e-(f1-f2)/kT

≈ mj 1e
-(f1-f2)/kT (21)

Hopt ) Hm,1, Dopt ) Dm,1 (1 + 1

4Kh 1Dm,1
2) (22)

f1 - f2
kT

) -(2K1 + Kh 1)Hm,1
2 + Kh 1Dm,1

2 + 1

16Kh 1Dm,1
2

+

1
2

ln(-4πKh 1Dm,1
2) (23)
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In the strong coupling regime whereKh 1Dm,1
2 , -1 we

can disregard the last two terms in eq 23, the last term of it
being only a weak logarithmic correction. Then, after
inserting the expressions of eq 19 into eq 23, we obtain

which predicts an accumulation (f1 - f2 has negative sign)
of inclusions in a region of a lipid monolayer that adopts
the preferred curvaturesH ) Hopt andD ) Dopt. Equation
24 is a major result of the present work because it relates
the energetic preference of an inclusion for an optimally bent
lipid monolayer to the geometry (R, θh, and ∆θ) of that
inclusion and to the elastic properties of the host layer (κ

andê).
Let us estimate whether for a reasonable choice of the

inclusion geometry we indeed obtain| f1 - f2| . kT and
| f1| . | f2| as we have assumed in the derivation of eq 24.
To that end, we assume for the sake of simplicity that a lipid
monolayer is characterized byHm,2 ) Dm,2 ) 0, a bending
stiffness ofκ ) 10 kT and cross-sectional area per lipida )
0.6 nm2, leading toK2 ) κa/kT ) 6 nm2. The Gaussian
modulus is unknown for nearly all bare lipid membranes;
yet there are indications to be of a smaller magnitude than
the bending modulus. In fact, it was recently determined for
the particular system of N-monomethylated dioleoylphos-
phatidylethanolamine to bekh1 ) -0.82κ.50 Hence, we expect
0 > Kh 2 > -6 nm2.

Next, we estimate the inclusion interaction parameters. We
consider a saddlelike inclusion geometry (implyingθh ) 0;
a nonvanishingθh would further increase the magnitude of
f1 - f2 in eq 24) with inclusion radiusR ) 1.0 nm and
“cone”-angle variation∆θ ) 0.44 (corresponding to varia-
tions in the “cone”-angle within the region( 25°). Based
on eq 19 (withκ ) 10 kT andê ) 0.9 nm) we findK1 ) 73
nm2, Kh 1 ) -49 nm2, andDm,1 ) 1/3.4 nm. These values are
expected to be representative as helix tilt angles of even more
than 25° are not uncommon for transmembrane proteins.51

Hence, our estimate confirms our assumptions, namelyK1

. K2, |K1| . |Kh 2|, and alsoDm,1
2Kh 1 , -1. In fact, for the

latter we obtainDm,1
2Kh 1 ) -4.2, indicating strong orienta-

tional ordering of the anisotropic inclusions in a lipid
monolayer of optimal (saddlelike) curvature.

As an illustration, Figure 4 showsf1 - f2 and the
compositionm1 of the patch (see eq 21) as a function of the
curvature deviator of the patch (D). The values ofH andD

are constant over the patch. The patch is in equilibrium with
a large and flat membrane with inclusion compositionmj 1,
i.e. the chemical potential in the patch and in the bulk
membrane are equal.

Transfer of each inclusion into the saddle-region of
deviatoric curvatureD ) Dm,1 is accompanied by a gain for
the single molecule free energy of about 2.5kT, leading to
a exp(2.5)≈12-fold increase in the concentration of inclu-
sions. The gain in overall free energyF (see eq 5, which
includes the segregation-opposing demixing entropy of the
inclusions) is 1kT per inclusion as is shown in eq 12.

VESICLE BUDDING

In this section we apply our considerations to the budding
of bilayer vesicles. There are two possible scenarios of how
inclusions can contribute to the energetics of bud formation.

The first concerns isotropic inclusions (whereDm,1 ) 0).
These inclusions tend to migrate into the spherelike region
of a bud. The fully developed bud consists essentially of a
spherical vesicle to which the mother vesicle is connected
via a small and highly curved neck. Let us assume that the
inclusions are weakly cone-shaped, such that (2K1 + Kh1)Hm,1

2

, 1 and where the radius of the bud,R ) 1/Hm,1, allows an
optimal interaction with the inclusions; see eq 22. The
composition of inclusions in the bud is thenm1 ≈ mj 1exp[-
(f1 - f2)/kT] ≈ mj 1[1 + (2K1 + Kh 1)Hm,1

2]. Note also the
number of inclusions in the budN ) 4πR2m1/a. From eq 12
we estimate that each inclusion that migrates toward the bud
contributes a singlekT to the free energy gain. The
stabilization energy due to the migration of isotropic and
(weakly) anisotropic inclusions is thus

which is independent of the bud radius (and thus, independent
of Hm,1). According to our numerical estimate aboveK1 )
73 nm2, implying that even at small compositionsmj 1 the
free energy gain∆F ≈ 2000mj 1kT can be substantial even
though the inclusions are weakly cone-shaped. In the case
of more pronounced cone-shaped inclusions the effect can
be much larger.

The second case is that of anisotropic inclusions. From
the above analysis we know that onlystronglyanisotropic
inclusions are expected to sense saddle-curvatures of lipid
membranes. They tend to accumulate at regions of saddle-
curvatures that roughly match the inclusion’s spontaneous
deviator. The membrane neck that connects a vesicle bud
with the host exhibits pronounced saddle-curvatures. Here,
we study the coupling between the nonhomogeneous lateral
distribution of anisotropic membrane inclusions and mem-
brane neck formation (see also note 52). To that end, we
display in Figure 5 a well-known sequence of closed,
axisymmetric vesicle shapes, starting from a pearlike shape
proceeding to the limiting shape of two connected spherical
vesicles.

The sequence was calculated as a function of the average
mean curvature〈H〉, at fixed areaA and volumeV of the
closed vesicle. As is convenient, we express these quantities
with respect to a spherical vesicle of radiusRs (and
corresponding areaAs ) 4πRs

2 so that the relative area of
each shape is normalized toArel ) A/As ) 1). In Figure 5,

Figure 4. The compositionm1 as function of the saddle-curvature
D ) C1 ) -C2 (with H ) 0) for mj 1 ) 0.01, calculated according
to eq 21. The inset shows the corresponding (f1 - f2)/kT for Kh 2 )
-3 nm2, Kh 1 ) -49 nm2, andDm,1 ) 1/3.4 nm; see eq 3.

f1 - f2
kT

) - πκ

kT(θh2 + 1
2
∆θ2) (R/ê + 1)2

R/ê + 2
(24)

∆F ) -kT
16π
3a

mj 1K1 (25)
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the relative volume isVrel ) 3V/4πRs
3 ) 0.95 andRs ) 200

nm. Note that the mean curvature〈H〉 is proportional to the
area difference between the outer and inner monolayer∆A
(if the distance between the two monolayers (δ) is sufficiently
small). Hence, therelatiVe average mean curvatureRs〈H〉
measures the relative area difference between the two
monolayers relative to that of a spherical vesicle of radius
Rs (Rs〈H〉 ) ∆Arel ) ∆A/8πδRs). We have chosenRs〈H〉 as
our “reaction coordinate” with respect to which the energy
of the vesicle is displayed as〈H〉 can be manipulated
experimentally by changing the temperature or by inserting
additional molecules into one of the two monolayers.

The shape sequence in Figure 5 is computed for an
inclusion-free vesicle, based on a minimization of the
Helfrich free energy as explained elsewhere.53 Here we use
that sequence to estimate the influence of inclusions on the
energetics of budding. To that end, we consider the presence
of inclusions only in theouter monolayer, while theinner
monolayer remains inclusion-free. Thereby we assume that
the presence of inclusions does not affect the vesicle shapes.
This assumption is justified by the small concentration,mj 1

) 0.01, of inclusions in the outer monolayer. Note that a
solution of the full shape equations (those taking into account
the coupling between the bending energy and the local
monolayer composition self-consistently) can only lead to a
lower free energyF than predicted by our approach. That
would even more underline the role of anisotropic inclusions
for stabilizing saddle-shaped vesicle necks than Figure 5
already does.

Figure 5 shows the free energies (F) of the outer (solid
line) and inner (broken line) monolayer54 of the two-

component membrane formj 1 ) 0.01 (see also note 54). The
inclusions are assumed to be of saddlelike geometry with
interaction parameters as specified in the last section, namely,
K1 ) 73 nm2, Kh 1 ) -49 nm2, Dm,1 ) 1/3.4 nm,Hm,1 ) 0.
The properties of the host membrane (again as discussed in
the previous section) areHm,2 ) Dm,2 ) 0, K2 ) 6 nm2, and
Kh 2 ) - 4 nm2.

The free energy of theinner monolayer (broken line in
Figure 5) increasesmonotonicallyfrom somewhat more than
the single sphere valueF ≈ 4πkT(2K2 + Kh 2)/a ≈ 170kT to
that of two connected spheresF ≈ 4πkT(4K2 + Kh 2)/a ≈
420 kT. In contrast to that, the free energy of the outer
inclusion-containing monolayer of the pear-shaped vesicle
has a pronounced minimum for a specific shape of the vesicle
with a thin neck. The saddlelike curvatures of that neck
indeed match the ones preferred by the anisotropic inclusions.
The magnitude of inclusion accumulation at these regions
(which is also displayed in Figure 5) corresponds to the
prediction in Figure 4. While the outer monolayer of the
vesicle contains about 4πRs

2mj 1/a ≈ 8000 inclusions, only
about 1% of them accumulate at the neck region where they
induce an energetic gain for∆F of about 1kT per inclusion.

Accumulation of anisotropic inclusions in the necklike
curved region of the bud has already been proposed before.5,23

For example, dynamins (cytosol proteins playing a key-role
in clathrin-mediated endocytosis) partly insert within the
membrane and seem to accommodate cylindrical (anisotro-
pic) curvature. Fournier et al.23 indicated that the coupling
between dynamins and the necklike curved membrane of the
clathrin bud can result in a dynamin collar around the neck
of the bud.

Various kinds of inclusion-induced vesicle shape trans-
formations have recently been observed experimentally.
Among them is the formation of lipid nanotubes induced by
certain synthetic alpha-helical, amphipathic peptides.55,56

These peptides have a cylinderlike shape and partially insert
into the membrane with their long axis being parallel to the
membrane plane, rendering them anisotropic (withC1m,1 )
0 and C2m,1* 0). Inducing tubular vesicles through the
coupling of their cylinderlike shape with the actual membrane
shape is one application of the present work; see also refs
19 and 11. It appears that another (synthetic, amphipathic,
and positively charged) peptide, called peptide-1, has the
ability to induce budding or to drive a pearling instability of
a cylindrical vesicle.57 The corresponding mechanism is
likely to be a peptide adsorption-induced increase of the
relative area difference between the two monolayers (or,
equivalently, an increase inRs〈H〉 as shown in Figure 5).
However, the energetics of the budding (or pearling) process
as well as the spatial distribution of the peptides on the bent
vesicle could significantly be affected by the degree of
peptide anisotropy.

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

The interaction between a single inclusion and a membrane
of prescribed curvatures is characterized by a number of
phenomenological interaction constants. These interaction
constants reflect a local structural perturbation of the
membrane in the vicinity of the inclusion’s core. Estimates
of the interaction constants are derived based on a simple
microscopic model, similar to the one suggested by Fourn-

Figure 5. The free energy∆F of the outer, anisotropic inclusion-
containing monolayer (solid line) and the inner (inclusion-free)
monolayer (broken line) of a closed vesicle, displayed as a function
of increasing relative average mean curvature,Rs〈H〉, for a sequence
of axisymmetric pear shapes. Also shown are cross sections of three
shapes, calculated for relative average mean curvatureRs〈H〉: 1.04,
1.16, and 1.17, and the corresponding lateral distribution of
anisotropic (m1) and isotropic (m2 ) 1 - m1) membrane components
in the outer monolayer. The values of the parameters are as
follows: mj 1 ) 0.01 (0 for inner monolayer),K1 ) 73 nm2, Kh 1 )
-49 nm2, Hm,1 ) 0, Dm,1 ) 1/(3.4 nm), and for the host membrane
K2 ) 6 nm2, Kh 2 ) -4 nm2, Hm,2 ) Dm,2 ) 0. Furthermore, it isa
) 0.6 nm2, Vrel ) 0.95, andRs ) 200 nm.
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ier.19 The corresponding results (see eqs 19), together with
the expression for the inclusion free energy (eq 24), constitute
the major results of the present work and provide a complete
energetic description of the inclusion-containing membrane
up to the second order in curvatures. To illustrate the
consequences that the presence of anisotropic inclusions can
have one the conformation of a membrane, we have studied
the budding of an axisymmetric closed vesicle for which we
find a strong stabilization of the bud.

In our model the membrane inclusion consists of a rigid
core and the surrounding lipids that are significantly distorted
due to the presence of this core (Figure 1). If the local
distortion of the lipids around the core propagates far into
the membrane, the effective size of the whole inclusion can
be significantly larger than that of the core. In this case the
presented lattice statistics approach with the assumption of
equal lattice sites for all membrane components can no longer
be justified.58 However, such long-ranged relaxations around
a rigid inclusion core are often suppressed by additional
constraints. For example, for closed membrane shapes, the
fixed numbers of molecules in both membrane monolayers
and the fixed volume of the cell (vesicle) determine the
overall shape of the membrane59,60 and thus greatly reduce
the local relaxation of the membrane shape around the core
of an inclusion. Extreme examples are (nearly) spherical
vesicles or the vesicles with shapes close to the limiting
shapes composed of a spherical mother vesicle and spherical
daughter vesicles (see Figure 4 in section 2). In addition,
the local membrane stress imposed by the inclusion’s core
can be partially relaxed by the accumulation of hydrophobic
solutes in the hydrophobic region of lipid tails.61 One should
also bear in mind that there exist various types of (semi-
flexible) membrane inclusions, which may disturb the
membrane in a very different way than the rigid core of the
inclusion considered in section 3. Namely, due to specific
lipid-protein interactions and their intrinsic shapes the
preferential clustering of lipids and proteins62 may result in
the formation of small protein-lipid membrane complexes,63

which may be considered as membrane inclusions.35 A
typical example of such protein-lipid membrane inclusions
are lipid-prominin complexes composed of the membrane-
spanning domains of the protein prominin and the intermedi-
ate space being filled with cholesterol and other lipids. In
accordance with our theoretical predictions anisotropic
prominin inclusions are predominantly accumulated on
highly curved membrane protrusions.64

With complex interactions between proteins and/or lipids
also larger and more complex structures can form. For
example, anion-exchange protein band-3 might form a core
of a macrocomplex of red blood cell proteins.65 Also,
conformational changes of the same protein might mediate
shape changes of the human red blood cell.66

Most of the previous work on inclusions in curved
membranes predicts complex behavior concerning the lateral
organization of the inclusions. However, as in the present
work, direct interactions between inclusions are usually
neglected; their consideration would add another level of
complexity. On the other hand, they can be expected to act
in almost every composed lipid membrane, arising typically
from electrostatic, steric, or hydrophobic interactions. It is
thus interesting to ask how their presence would affect the
predictions of the present work. Recall that anisotropic

inclusionsseven in the absence of direct interactionsstend
to migrate from planar into saddlelike membrane regions,
the extent of which is dictated by the difference in the
inclusion’s standard chemical potentialf1 - f2; see eq 21.
Clearly, direct interactions between inclusions amplify this
behavior. That is, if inclusions effectively attract (repel) each
other, the migration toward the saddlelike region is enhanced
(diminished). Note that this amplification is partially opposed
by the loss of translational entropy associated with changes
in the local inclusion concentration within the membrane.
A mathematical treatment can be based on the mean-field
level of regular solution theory which would add to the free
energy per molecule of the lipid layer (eq 5) two additional
terms; one quadratic in the composition of inclusions34 and
another one quadratic in the gradient of the composition.
Note that ultimately, for sufficiently strong attractive interac-
tions between the inclusions, lateral phase separation will
take place, which too may couple to the membrane shape.67

Although our approach suffers from neglecting direct
interactions and correlations between inclusions, it offers
computational advantages that allow us to employ it for
modeling of various experimental observations, like vesicle
budding (section 3) or the formation of stable lipid nanotu-
bular protrusions13,68 and membrane pores.36

To summarize, our results support and quantify the notion
of a coupling between the lateral distribution of membrane
inclusions and the membrane curvature. We expect that some
membrane proteins or peptides, if they exhibit conelike or
saddlelike shape (for example, due to a bundle of tilted trans-
membrane helices), are able to migrate toward a favorably
curved membrane region or to induce the formation of such
regions. The present work has focused on saddlelike mem-
brane inclusions which favorably interact with saddlelike
membrane curvatures; yet, a similar reasoning is valid for
the migration of cone-shaped proteins toward membrane
regions of spherelike curvature, occurring in caveolae or
budding regions. Most notably, membrane inclusions are
expected to significantly contribute to the energy required
to form a curved membrane region. For example, as we
suggest in section 3, the budding of a vesicle can be
supported by lowering the energy of its neck via saddlelike
inclusions.
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